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Abstract. We introduce a monolingual query method with additional webpage
data to improve the translation quality for more and more official use requirement
of statistical machine translation outputs. The motivation behind this method is
that we can improve the readability of sentence once for all if we replace translation sentences with the most related sentences generated by human. Based on vector space representations for translated sentences, we perform a query on search
engine for additional reference text data. Then we rank all translation sentences
to make necessary replacement from the query results. Various vector representations for sentence, TFIDF, latent semantic indexing, and neural network word
embedding, are conducted and the experimental results show an alternative solution to enhance the current machine translation with a performance improvement
about 0.5 BLEU in French-to-English task and 0.7 BLEU in English-to-Chinese
task.
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Introduction

Research on statistical machine translation (SMT) has achieved remarkable progress
on various ways [1–15]. Huge effort has been paid to improve quality and confidence
of translation sentences to make them more similar to human translation. These works
include automatic translation quality measure [16–18], preordering [19–21], neural network based SMT training and decoding [22–25]. However, most SMT system outputs
can only serve as an assistant role for nearly all applications even though many translation sentences may be amazingly and natively accurate. For most cases, people can
guess what the translation outputs mean, but feel hard to officially use them in any way.
?
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Here is a translation example in Table 1. Without knowing any knowledge about the
source language or source sentence, readers can easily guess the true meaning of the
translation sentence despite it is not a perfect sentence and such a guess indeed matches
the true meaning of the respective source sentence.

source sentence

()KMBû¡

machine translation I’ll be tomorrow before the completion of the tasks required
human translation I will finish the required task by tomorrow.
Table 1. A translation example

The example in Table 1 shows that there is still a gap between machine translation
and human translation that results in machine translation sentence can not be officially
used. At least, to our best knowledge, no reports are obtained to show that there is an
application case for official use of SMT outputs, such as this paper itself being fully
translated from its Chinese source only using an SMT system but without any human
polishing Work (We cannot run such a risk!). It is even worse that the gap will still
exist in the near future. As the current research on SMT is not likely to reach such an
ideal aim to eliminate the gap, we propose to directly use human-generated sentences
to replace those poorly translated ones. The motivation can be explained still from the
above example in Table 1, if one can speculate the meaning of a sentence with improper
word order or word usage, then it is quite possible to retrieve more accurate or authentic expression from a human-generated text dataset, only if it is large enough. Such a
database will be referred to the relevant dataset hereafter in this paper.
In this work, we use the retrieval results from web search engine as search engine
database is supposed to be the largest corpus that computational linguistician can ever
find. However, our preliminary experiments show that even the most powerful search
engine would fail to provide sufficient text data for every sentences in this task. Therefore we will limit our process only to a small number of machine translation sentences
that are much more possible to find matching sentences in the retrieval results.
A lot of works are about post editing and even manual labor is used to produce better quality machine translations. Both rule-based and statistical automatic post editing
methods have been proposed over the years [26–32], but most of them focus on evaluating a specific method and have a common trait that the reported methods are only
suitable for very limited cases. There are two major differences between this work and
all previous post-editing like methods. The first is that there is no any ’editing’ operation inside our work, our approach just makes full replacement for a translated sentence
if necessary. The second is that our method does not rely on the source side of machine
translation and any specific language characteristics, which has been an obvious advantage other than all previous methods. In fact, all relevant data are automatically retrieved
from web search engine. All languages are treated equally without discrimination so it
has the potential to be generally used.
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Our Model

Searching from the Internet for each translation sentence output by an SMT system,
we look forward to finding a well-formed sentence that expresses the same or similar
meaning. Usually, these translation sentences may be quite long and few retrieval results
will return as searching all words inside them. Therefore instead of full long sentence
replacing, we separate sentences that have few retrieval results into short ones and then
carry out replacing based on these shorter sentences. All our later process will be based
on translation sentences and these short sentences, which will be referred to segments
hereafter.
After stop words are filtered out, all words in each sentence or segment will be
separately put into search engine to collect returned webpages and a relevant sentence
dataset S will be obtained by putting all sentences inside webpages together. We also
build a relevant segment dataset SG by spliting all sentence in dataset S into segments
and let W denote the set of all word types in S. Every sentence will be compared to the
sentence in S to find the most similar sentence for possible whole sentence replacement
at first, and every segment in the sentence will be compared to the segment in SG for
possible segment replacement of the sentence if the previous process fails to achieve a
reasonable result.
Vector space model (VSM) is a classical tool for representing text as a vector. For a
sentence si = w1 w2 ...wm in S, its vector representation vi is:
vi = (vi1 , vi2 , ..., vin ),
and each dimension vij is related to a separate word. The value of vij in the vector
is non-zero if wi occurs in the segment. We consider a typical similarity or distance
measures between vectors, Euclidean, as the following:
v
u n
uX
(1)
sim2 (x, y) = t (xi − yi )2
i=1

There are multiple strategies to build sentence vector from word vectors. The following will give a list of vector representation formalizations for sentences and segments, including TFIDF, Latent Semantic Indexing and Neural network word embedding.
2.1

TFIDF

TFIDF, short for term frequency-inverse document frequency, is a numerical statistic to
indicate how important a word is to a document in a collection or corpus. The TFIDF
value increases proportionally to the number of times a word appears in the document,
but is offset by the frequency of the word in the corpus, which helps to adjust for the
fact that some words appear more frequently in general. The obvious shortcoming of
TFIDF is the ignorance of word order information is ignored.
We use the following detailed formalizations to calculate TFIDF value of word wi
in sentence sj , where countsj (wi ) is how many times word wi occurs in sentence sj ,
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|sj | is the sentence length or the number of words inside sentence sj , |s| is the sentence
size and counts (wi ) is the number of sentences that contains word wi .
TF =

countsj (wi )
,
|sj |

(2)

|s|
),
counts (wi ) + 1

(3)

IDF = log(

T F IDF = T F · IDF

(4)

For each sentence, we construct a one-hot vector with its TFIDF values. To make
the representation more smoothing, we set an empirical threshold, TFIDF values below
this threshold will be forced to set to zero and dismissed. Then we select part of remain
words in the sentence to construct TFIDF vector of the sentence.
2.2

Latent Semantic Indexing

Latent semantic indexing (LSI) or latent semantic analysis (LSA) is an indexing and
retrieval method that uses singular value decomposition (SVD) to identify patterns in
the relationships between terms and concepts contained in an unstructured collection of
text [33]. LSI is based on the principle that words that are used in the same contexts tend
to have similar meanings. A key feature of LSI is its ability to extract the conceptual
content of text by establishing associations between those words that occur in similar
contexts.
The LSI model for this work will be based on our previous TFIDF vectors. The
initial matrix for LSI is from all sentences of S in which the i-th column is TFIDF
vector of i-th sentence. Then SVD is used to obtain vectors with certain number of
topics, which will be regarded as sentence vectors.
2.3

NN Word Embedding

In recent works, learning vector representations of words using neural network has been
proved effective for various natural language processing tasks. Mikolov proposed two
models, Continuous Bag-of-Words Model (CBOW) and Continuous Skip-gram Model
(Skip-gram), for computing continuous vector representations of words from very large
data sets by using efficient NNs without hidden layer [34, 35]. After the model is
trained, the word vectors are supposed to be mapped into a vector space, semantically
similar words have similar vector representations and their word vector have a similar
position in the vector space.
Sentence Representation without Word Order Information After we have vector
representations for each word in sentence our task is to compare different sentence
pairs, we need to consider how to combine word vectors for sentence representation
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and model sentence at last. The most intuitive method is to sum or calculate average of
all the word vectors in the sentence 3 .
vs =

n
X

tf idfwk · vwk

(5)

k=1

S

Sentence Vector

......

Word Embedding
W1

W2

Wn

Fig. 1. A framework for learning sentence vector without word order information.

Figure 1 just illustrates such a simple strategy that utilizes the TFIDF weighted
average of all word vectors as sentence vector, where n is number of words in sentence,
and tf idfwk is the corresponding TFIDF values.
Note that all the above process can be either applied to sentences or segments so
that we can obtain vector representations for both. Once sentence or segment vector has
been computed, their similarity or distance can be directly computed through predefined
measures.
Segment Vector with Sentence Context Besides the above word order free integration
from word vectors, we still consider an effective method that may introduce useful word
order information for sentence vector building. The motivation is simple, as machine
translation system outputs sentences according to target language model constraints,
the original word order in the translated sentences should still make sense to some
extent. Therefore our exact query purpose is to find a human-generated sentence that
has the most word overlapping and least word order change compared to the original
machine translation sentence.
Le and Mikolov [37] proposed an unsupervised learning algorithm that learns vector representations for variable length pieces of texts by adding paragraph vector as
an additional feature for the word embedding learning framework, which has shown
effective in text classification and sentiment analysis tasks. The paragraph vector and
word vectors are averaged or concatenated to predict the next word given many contexts
sampled from the paragraph.
Figure 2 illustrates Le and Mikolov’s method, which is adopted for our task. The
sentence vector will be integrated into the word embedding learning. Every sentence
senj is mapped to unique vector, represented by a column in a matrix M . The column
3

We are aware that there are many other effective method such as [36] who used a parse tree
and matrix-vector operations to retain word order information. However, this work is about
machine translation sentence processing, we need robust and simple strategy to handle various
possible defective sentences.
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Fig. 2. Word embedding incorporated with sentence vector.

is indexed by the position of the sentence in the relevant sentence dataset S. Every
word is also mapped to a unique vector, represented by a column in a matrix W . The
column is indexed by position of the word in the vocabulary. The sentence vector and
word vectors are averaged or concatenated to predict the next word given many contexts
sampled from the sentence.
Classifier

W i+3

Average/Concatenate

W

Word Matrix
Wi

Wi+1

M

W i+2
sen j

Sentence
Matrix
seg k

Fig. 3. Integrating sentence vector for learning segment vector. The input words (wi , wi+1 , wi+2 )
are mapped to columns of the matrix W and input sentence (senj ) and segment (segk ) are
mapped to vectors via matrix M . The segment vector acts as a memory of what missing from
the current context and the sentence vector acts as a memory that remembers what missing from
other segments.

However, while applying this method to segments we still lose the contextual information of other segments in the same sentence. Therefore we propose a combinational
approach to help ease such a drawback by adding a sentence vector for segment vector
learning as shown in Figure 3.
Segment and sentence vectors are weighted averaged to a context vector to contribute to the prediction task of the next word:
v = αvsegk + (1 − α)vsenj

(6)
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where vsegk is segment vector of the segment segk that input words are located and
vsenj is sentence vector of the sentence senj that the input segment segk are located.
The segment-sentence matrix M is shared across all segments and sentence in SG and
S, and the word vector matrix W is shared across all words in W . Sentence, segment
and word vectors are trained using stochastic gradient descent and the gradient is obtained through backpropagation [38].

3

Experiments

3.1

Experimental Settings

We conduct experiments on the French-to-English translation task. The baselines of the
IWSLT2014 evaluation campaign are followed. The dataset with 186k sentence pairs
are used to train a phrase-based MT system, and dev2010 and tst2010 are selected as
development data and evaluation data. We also conduct experiments on the English-toChinese machine translation tasks. MultiUN parallel corpus [39, 40] with 200k sentence
pairs is used to train a phrase-based MT system. We run GIZA++ [41] on the training
corpus in both directions [42] to obtain the word alignment for each sentence pair and
MERT [43] for tuning on the development data. Using the SRILM Toolkits [44] with
interpolated Kneser-Ney smoothing, we train a 5-gram language model for the tasks on
the target side of its training data. In our experiments, the translation performances are
measured by case-sensitive BLEU4 metric with a single reference.
There are many methods to separate sentence to segments (short sentences) 4 , We
adopt a simply and straightforward strategy by splitting sentence into segments according to comma appearance.
We retrieve 500 records at most for each sentence and 1000 records at most for each
segment from two search engines, Google and Baidu. Then we remove all sentences that
do not contain any word in the sentence. Our preliminary experiments indicate that if
the Euclidean distance of two 100-dimension sentence vectors is larger than 2, then
these two sentences are nearly irrelevant. So after filtering out all these sentences, we
put all the rest sentences together as our relevant sentence dataset and split all sentences
into segments as our relevant segment dataset for later process. There are many ways of
word segmentation [47] and two different ways are used in English-to-Chinese task for
these Chinese sentence corpus and datasets, one is done by Stanford Word Segmenter
[48, 49] and another is done by trivially splitting each character into single-character
words.
We construct a 20 dimension vector for both TFIDF and LSI model. Word embedding is done on both English and Chinese Wikipedia corpus via CBOW model. 5
previous words and 5 next words are used as context and corresponding vectors are concatenated to predict the next word. Each word is projected to a 100-dimension vector
and all sentences and segments are also mapped to a 100-dimension vector.
4

A sophisticated approach is cutting sentence into several relative independent parts according
to parse tree of sentence [45, 46], which can be regarded as a further improvement over the
current simple segmentation strategy.
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In the replacement process, we use the following formalization:
Psen = log(

t
Y

p(wi |wi−4 wi−3 wi−2 wi−1 ))

(7)

i=1

to calculate the 5-gram value of all the translation sentences, where p(wi |wi−4 ...wi−1 )
is the conditional probability of wi given previous four words. Intuitively, the higher
the 5-gram language model score is, the better the translation sentence is. Therefore we
only focus on those sentences with language model scores lower than -1.3 (it is empirically determined according to BLEU scores over development set) and replacement
operations will be only done over them.
3.2

Results

The experiments are done as we measure the similarity between sentences and then
proceed replacement. For Euclidean distance, we set a threshold value of sentence similarity from 0 to 2 with interval 0.5 and sentences will be adopted only if the similarity
is lower than the threshold. Too high Euclidean distance threshold will let too many
sentences replaced, even some already very good sentences, while too low Euclidean
distance threshold will result in no replacement of sentence. For Euclidean distance, the
smaller the distance is, the higher similarity between sentences is. The results are given
in Table 2.

Word Vector Sentence Vector

0

French-to-English
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

0

English-to-Chinese
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

TFIDF
31.82 31.89 30.68 27.58 26.51 26.46 26.51 25.38 21.77 18.46
LSI
31.82 31.93 30.77 27.72 26.59 26.46 26.59 25.41 22.63 18.65
WE
TFIDF-Weight 31.82 32.22 31.91 29.07 28.26 26.46 26.85 26.52 23.81 21.46
WE
SEG-SEN
31.82 32.34 32.08 30.25 28.63 26.46 27.03 26.85 23.89 22.05
Table 2. BLEU scores in terms of Euclidean distance, where WE and SEG-SEN correspond to
word-embedding and segment-sentence respectively.

We compare the results from different vector representations with the baseline in
terms of BLEU scores. It is well known that the translation quality of MT system highly
depends on the language model and MT systems could generate very good translations
if there is a strong LM. Original translation sentence have already preserve enough
semantic and word order information. However in our TFIDF model, we only focus
on word occurrence and ignore all of these information. As shown in Table 3, when
we try to remain some useful semantic information in our LSI model, we can improve
translation quality slightly. In our word embedding model, we suppose to preserve both
semantic and word order information that contained in translation sentence by adding
sentence into our word embedding framework.
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Word Vector

Sentence Vector

TFIDF
LSI
Word Embedding TFIDF-Weight
Word Embedding Sengment-Sentence

French-to-English English-to-Chinese
31.89
31.93
32.22
32.34

26.51
26.59
26.85
27.03

Baseline
31.82
26.46
Table 3. Comparisions among different similarity calculation methods. BLEU score is the best
result of corresponding method.

Our experiments indicate that our word embedding models outperform traditional
model and achieve a better translation quality. Word embedding with both segment
and sentence is better than sentence representation without word order information as
it supposed to remain word and segment order information. An improvement in BLEU
score also proves that our model successes in preserving semantic and order information
of translation sentence and the refined sentences preserve the same meaning of the
original one from another aspect.

Word Vector

Sentence Vector

TFIDF
LSI
Word Embedding TFIDF-Weight
Word Embedding Sengment-Sentence

Standford-Word-Segmenter Single-Character-Segmenter
26.51
26.59
26.85
27.03

26.33
26.47
26.89
27.13

Baseline
26.46
Table 4. Comparisions among different word segmentation methods. BLEU score is the best
result of corresponding method with Euclidean distance.

We also investigate the impact of different Chinese word segmentation over the
SMT performance. Table 4 indicates that single-character segmentation slightly outperforms Stanford Word Segmenter and achieve about 0.1 BLEU score improvement in
word embedding with segment-sentence method. Here, single character segmentation
means just trivially segment each Chinese character as a word without truly considering
they are words.
The improvement over BLEU scores indicates that the corresponding sentence replacement is helpful, and the returned sentences have successfully approached the meaning of those corresponding translation sentences as BLEU score improvement has demonstrated that the returned sentences are more closed to the reference sentence than the
respective translation sentence.
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3.3

Discussion

Our experiment has processed about 13% and 15% translation sentences in Frenchto-English and English-to-Chinese experiment, about 9% and 10% among them are
originally the same as human translation sentences, the reference sentence is exactly the
same as the returned results by search engines. However, we have set a good start, for all
these processed sentences, they can be officially used in any way only if we carefully
limit the processed sentences onto a small range to guarantee the accuracy. With the
process of the proposed method, we have automatically put all machine translation
sentences into two parts, one part is still from SMT system outputs, but the other part
is right from human translation. If we can access larger and larger relevant dataset such
as much more webpages crawled by search engines, then we can enlarge the portion of
human translation part more and more.
The above has already shown that our process brings about BLEU improvement, but
our work is more than the higher score, as we introduce human-generated sentences to
replace those poorly machine translations. As well known, BLEU score is more reliable
a metric only for lower quality translation matching. Effective and accurate translation
for one source sentence can be multiple. We observe all non-reference-matching replacements by our model, they are exactly accurate translation for the corresponding
source sentences. However, BLEU scores for these part are not 100% as it simply gives
matching rate on n-grams but not semantic equivalence.

French-to-English
source sentence

English-to-Chinese

la plupart sont complètement ig- Namibia will deal with perpetrators
norés par notre ’ moi du souvenir ’ of terrorist acts according to the or.
dinary criminal law.

³sÔ  Ê n Õ  P
 L:  ½ 
³sÔ  9n , Õ 
Î P L: 
most of them are completely ig- ³sÔ  9n , Õ 
nored by the remembering self .
Î P L: 

translation sentence most are completely ignored by our
’ me the memory . ’
reference sentence most of them are completely ignored by the remembering self .
retrieval sentence

Table 5. A-hole-in-one example. Underlines indicates words that are improperly translated. For
words in translation and retrieval sentences, the same color and font indicate that the translation
is nearly exact as the alignment part in reference sentence, while the same color but different font
indicate closed but inaccurate meaning that are translated.

The following shows a series examples how our model replaces and improves those
machine translation sentences. Sometimes, our methods are lucky enough as the example in Table 5. The search engine just returns exactly the same sentence as the reference
sentence, which has been shown 2/3 replacements are so lucky. Of course, this also
shows that both the selected search engine and our query methods work effectively so
that they can jointly return the right reference sentences.
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source sentence

French-to-English

English-to-Chinese

c’est très difficile d’évaluer correctement son bien-être . j’espère
vous avoir montré combien cela est
difficile .

the production of sanitary napkins,
another basic reproductive health
commodity, is also hampered by restrictions on imports of raw materials.

æ * ú,  Ýe
F Á
_ ×0 P6
k napkins  §
 Ûã 
it is very difficult to think straight æ
Í ú,   e· F
about well-being , and I hope I have Á
s kþ  § _ 1
given you a sense of how difficult it   Ûã ×0 P6
m0
is .
_³ 
it’s very difficult to evaluate its well- æ
Í ú,  Ýe (Á k
being properly . I hope I’ve shown þ  § _ 1 ù P
you how hard it is.
Ûã  P6 ×0 qÍ 

translation sentence it’s very difficult to evaluate properly its well-being . I hope I’ve
shown you how much this is hard .
reference sentence

retrieval sentence

Table 6. A standard replace, similar but different, where OOV words are well handled.

However, it is impossible to always retrieve reference sentence for every machine
translation sentence. Many times, our methods just come up with a sentence quite similar with translation sentence. Table 6 demonstrates such a case. It is actually very hard
for readers to understand the meaning of machine translation sentence which suffers
from unrecognized word order and out-of-vocabulary word (OOV) problem.

source sentence

presque toutes les techniques pour Cuba has been engaged in a proproduire aujourd’hui de l’électricité cess of institutional and economic
, en dehors desénergies renouve- reforms for almost 10 years now.
lables et du nucléaire , rejettent du
CO2 .

translation sentence almost all the techniques to produce
today of electricity , outside of renewable energies and nuclear , dismiss CO2 .
reference sentence almost every way we make electricity today , except for the emerging
renewables and nuclear , puts out
CO2 .
retrieval sentence

Ñ 10 t e ä ô ô (
S6  Û  ÏN 9i 
äô ÛL S6 9i  ÏN 9i
ÄÊ ò î  A t 

Ñ t e äô ô ( L
S6 9i  ÏN  9i 

almost all the techniques to produce
10
electricity today , except renewable
energies and nuclear , dismiss CO2 .
Table 7. An example about incomplete translation.
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The proposed method is an approximate search, so it is quite robust for such malfunctions inside machine translation sentences. The result shown in Table 6 just demonstrates that OOV word has been perfectly handled according to the query-replacement
process in an English-to-Chinese translation example.
Readers can guess the general meaning of the translation sentence from words contained in the sentence, but can not understand its full true meaning or convince that this
is a complete sentence. However, this difficulty can be partially solved by our methods and Table 7 shows such a translation example. Our methods find a segment from
our relevant segment dataset that is semantically similar with the second segment of
translation sentence and also a segment that is the same as the first translation sentence
segment. Even through our retrieval sentence is not completely the same with reference
sentence, but it has been easy enough to let readers full understand the sentence. In fact,
the returned sentence is semantically consistent with the source sentence.

source sentence

Samuel Zbogar, Secretary of State, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Slovenia

¤è ý¡ Øf ¯<
¯< ¤è ý¡ Øf ^*·åZ 
¯< ¤è ý¡ Øf Samuel Zbogar

translation sentence Samuel Zbogar
reference sentence
retrieval sentence

Table 8. An example for word reording.

We also find that our methods perform well in some English-to-Chinese translation
sentences that need reordering. As shown in Table 8, the only difference between machine translation sentence and reference sentence is word order. Though failing to make
the foreign name translation, our retrieval sentence successfully recovers the right word
order for target language.

4

Conclusion

We have proposed a simple and effective method to enhance machine translation by
replacing them with human translation sentences and expect to make them available for
later official use. Our relevant sentences are queried from search engine and TFIDF,
LSI, NN word embedding and specially designed segment vectors are used to calculate
the similarity between sentences. The results show that our approach indeed gives better
translation performance. In addition, this work shows a convenient start to improve the
quality of machine translation by the roots.
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